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WELCOME TO

New Nature New Nature is launching its first nature writing competition! All entries will be judged by the New 
Nature team and Robert Macfarlane. 

Pieces of work can be written in any style, but must be a maximum of 600 words and focus on the subject 
matter: The Embodiment of Spring
  
Closing date: 31st March 2018. Winners to be revealed in our June issue and on our website, however all 
winners will be contacted beforehand. Participants must be aged 30 and under.

Prizes

1st prize – 1 pair of Viking Vistron binoculars, 
courtesy of Viking Optical, and a special signed 
edition of Robert Macfarlane’s new book ‘The 
Lost Words’ 

www.vikingoptical.co.uk 
@RobGMacfarlane 

2nd prize –  Free entry to the British Wildlife 
Centre for two people 

www.britishwildlifecentre.co.uk
 
3rd prize –  Vouchers courtesy of British Wildlife 
Gifts 

www.britishwildlifegifts.co.uk

All winners will also get a unique New Nature 
logo for use on their website or blog pages. 

Judge

Award-winning writer Dr Robert Macfarlane 
has produced many bestselling books about 
landscape, nature and language, including  The 
Wild Places,  The Old Ways  and  Landmarks. 
His most recent book, The Lost Words: A Spell 
Book (2017) with the artist Jackie Morris is being 
used in schools up and down the country. He is 
a founding trustee of the youth conservation 
charity  Action For Conservation. His work has 
been adapted for radio, film and television and 
Robert also turned his hand to presenting for BBC 
2’s Natural World in 2010. He has experience as a 
judge, sitting on the panel for the 2007 and 2013 
Man Booker Prize for Fiction. Robert is a Fellow 
at Emmanuel College, Cambridge University. 

New Nature Writing Competition 2018 

How to submit your work

Work must be submitted by 6pm March 31st 2018 by email to editorial.
newnature@gmail.com. The email must contain your full name, place of 
residence, age email address. Please attach your piece as a word document. 
Please send your piece within an email which has writing competition 
and your full name and age in the subject space, ie:

Subject: Writing Competition Andrew Aardvark 21 

Andrew Aardvark
21
Cornwall
A.Aardvark@gmail.com

Any submissions without these details will not be accepted. 

Good luck!
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Proudly supported by:

James Common

Editor-in-chief

Traditionally, March is the first month of Spring: a time of pleasant birdsong, early blooms and fresh, 

new life. This year, things appear somewhat different. Storm Emma and the Beast from the East have 

collided and merged and Britain, for the large part, finds itself enduring what seems to many like a 

second W inter. Snow blankets the floor, ice our rivers and lakes and, generally, conditions outside seem 

rather horrid. Both from a human perspective and from that of the w ildlife set to suffer should such 

conditions continue. The only positive aspect of the latest bout of bad weather being that many of us, 

concealed in the relative warmth of our homes, now have ample time to catch up on reading...

In our March 2018 edition of New Nature you will find articles on aquatic insects (p.28), courtesy of Ele 
Johnson and foxes, brought to you by Abby Condliffe (p.12). Here too Liam Whitmore brings readers some 
top-tips for returning nature to their gardens (p.30) and Giuliana Sinclair discusses the future of the Breeding 
Bird Survey in her intriguing interview with Ken White, the regional BBS representative for Berkshire (p.20). 
Add to this talk of student activism, cetaceans and wild daffodils and it is clear that this is not an issue you can 
afford to miss.

Our regular features also make a welcome return in the present issue, as Alice Johnson interviews Dr Nikki 
Gammans, and Elliot Dowding details some of the evocative sights to be enjoyed outdoors this March. All of 
which goes without mention of A Focus on Nature’s own section, this time featuring an introduction to the 
organisations Scottish branch, and information regarding the renowned University Mammal Challenge.

As the ‘Beast from the East’ rages outside and many of us, against our nature, find ourselves confined indoors, 
why not download the latest issue of New Nature today. You can pick up a copy (free) using the following link: 
www.newnature.co.uk

If you, yourself, are interested in writing for the magazine, we welcome all submissions/pitches and would be 
thrilled to hear from you at editorial.newnature@gmail.com or on social media at @NewNature_Mag.

Say Hello
EMAIL:

editorial.newnature@gmail.com

VISIT:

www.newnature.co.uk

@newnature_mag

Check out CJS focus on volunteering at 

www.cjs.co.uk/CJSFocus
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Readers’ 
Photographs

│  READERS PHOTOGRAPHS  ││  READERS PHOTOGRAPHS  │

Want your photographs featured in next 
months issue of New Nature? 

We love seeing your nature pics and hearing the 
stories behind them so get in touch! You can email us at 

editorial.newnature@gmail.com

or tweet us 

@newnature_mag

What a spectacular 

red kite from 

Anastacia Aldrich.

We’re loving the detail 

of this skylark from Mark 

Fullerton.

Feeling chilly with this 

mountain hare by 

@geordiecarlisle

This little fella 

hasn’t been out off 

by the snow, thanks 

Michael Heron.

What an amazing badger 

shot from Dave Hudson.

Big thanks to Elaine 

Porteous for this 

wonderful reflection 

shot.
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What to Watch for in

Words by Elliot Dowding
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│  WHAT TO WATCH FOR  │

It may not seem like there’s much of a temperature 
difference between February and March, but 
the days continue to lengthen and the extra 

light triggers wildlife into action. The number of 
moth species on the wing, for example, begins to 
pick up as adults emerge from their pupae. The 
March moth is aptly named as numbers peak 
this month, it is a common species that can be 
identified by the way it crosses its wings at rest. 
You may also find an attractive large grey and 
black moth with brightly coloured orange-yellow 
antennae – the yellow horned moth – which is 
associated with birch trees. Another moth whose 
larvae feed on birch is the small, yet striking 
orange underwing, which can be seen during the 
day fluttering around the tops of the still-leafless 
birch trees and can easily be identified thanks to 
its namesake colouration.

This is also the month when fox vixens give birth 
to their litter of cubs, blind and toothless and 
hidden from the world in their dens. If you know 
of a local den, it might be worth a visit towards 
the end of March when the cubs may start to 
venture outside. Another animal that will be 
emerging from its hole this month is the adder. 
This member of the viper family can be tricky 
to see in summer when the ground vegetation is 
thick, but right now, at the beginning of spring, 
they can be found lounging in open spots in 
woods or on heathlands, soaking up the sun’s rays.

Snakes aren’t the only animals that the spring 
sunshine will be awakening; if you live near a 
woodland with pine trees then you could seek 
out the big piles of pine needles and twigs that 
form the nest of a wood ant colony. They will 
have sensed the change in temperature and light 
and will be very busy repairing any damages that 
have been made to the nest over winter, as well as 
scouting for food in the surrounding vegetation.

Of course, everyone looks forward to the 
appearance of woodland flowers, such as wood 
anemones, ramsons and violets, which bring back 
colour to the land and feed early insects. But a 
closer look will reveal a less well-known flower 
which emerges at this time – moschatel. This is 
an unusual and discrete flower with a rosette of 
leaves at the base and a long stalk that supports 
the interesting five-sided green flowerhead, 
which gives it the alternative name of ‘townhall 
clock’. Much showier are daffodils, but most 
of them in towns, villages and even the wider 
countryside are planted or escaped cultivated 
varieties. Truly wild daffodils, which have smaller 
and paler yellow heads, can still be found around 
Britain, but perhaps the most famous site for 
them is Dovedale in the North York Moors 
National Park. Here, they literally flood the fields 
around the river with thousands upon thousands 
of yellow flowers.
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Slugs are contentious creatures, 
being much maligned by 
every gardener in the world 

and a serious agricultural pest. 
Not to mention their generally 
unpleasant, slimy appearance 
which puts most people off slugs 
from childhood. As a naturalist, 
I believe that no species should 
be prejudged on its appearance or 
habits alone, all life has a value and 
a place in this world. So, I think the 
humble slug deserves a defence, 
despite its snotty excretions, and 
the leopard slug is a perfect poster-
boy/girl (they are hermaphrodites 
after all) for these molluscs.

Slugs must be quite brave, 
considering they have virtually 
no defence against predators. 
They have no shell to hide in (as 
it is reduced to an internal nail); 
they cannot move fast; they are 
vulnerable to drying out easily; 
in fact, they are little more than 
slow-moving chunks of meat. 
They manage to avoid obliteration 
by being nocturnal, unobtrusive, 
camouflaged and they reproduce 
in vast numbers to replace those 
that are eaten. They also have a 
remarkable homing skill, so they 
can return to the safety of their 
own crevice at the end of each 
night.

I’ve always thought that a slug’s 
method of locomotion is quite 
marvellous. Using constant 
undulations of their foot and a 
layer of mucus to crawl over the 

ground without any need for 
easily-damaged limbs is rather 
ingenious. Then their ability 
to travel over any surface, 
regardless of how spiky or 
sharp or uncomfortable it 
appears, makes them almost 
unstoppable. 
Obviously, slugs are 
important as prey items of 
many mammals, birds and 
even invertebrates, as well as 
hosts for several parasites. It 
is less well known however, 
that slugs can be cannibals. 
The leopard slug is not just 
one of the largest slugs in 
Europe, capable of moving at 
speeds of up to 15cm per minute 
and sporting a flashy pattern of 
blotches not unlike those of its 
namesake big cat, it is also a hunter 
of other slugs. Considering slugs 
eat with a radula, which scrapes 
away at food like a cheese-grater, I 
can’t imagine that death by leopard 
slug is a nice way to go.

This beast of a slug also has a highly 
unusual and weirdly fascinating sex 
life. When two leopards meet and 
decide they are in the mood, they 
sniff each other in circles for hours, 
then climb a tree or bush where 
they will then hang from a branch 
by a strand of mucus in the air. They 
then both expand their mating 
organs, which proceed to entwine 
and inflate until they resemble a 
translucent egg with a large frill; 
sperm will then be exchanged 
before the slugs separate and go off 

to lay 
hundreds 
of eggs 
each. Bear 
in mind that 
leopard slugs can 
live for up to three 
years and in that time 
can potentially produce 
many thousands of 
offspring.

Considering their 
relatively simple 
bodies and lack of 
defences, slugs still 
managed to conquer 
the world, so their 
ecological importance 
is not to be underestimated.

│  UNDERRATED SPECIES  │

Underrated 
Species

Leopard Slug
L imax maximus

Words by Elliot Dowding

Image: Roman Kohler
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As the handsome hedgehog edges out from his hefty hibernation and the red admiral assumes her duty 
as purveyor of the pollen, a small flash of red fur creeps carefully between the freshly flourished blooms. 
This red fox kit is just beginning to venture out of the den at just three to four weeks old. It’s unlikely 

you’ll notice him while he begins to experiment with the solid food dutifully delivered by his doting parents as 
they only like to hunt in the late evening or the early morning before sunrise. Though, take care if you do as his 
mother is sure to be close behind and she’ll be extremely protective of her sweet progenies, with some vixens 
having even been known to have fought terriers in a bid to rescue their babies. But, wouldn’t you do the same?

Rearing the Red Fox
Words by Abby Condliffe

“We saw our first fox on the 3rd of June 2016.” The words were spoken by my grandmother-in-law, a lady 
kind enough to feed the local suburban foxes daily for a number of years now, beholding many heart melting 
moments as she set up cameras and watched the young family playing, growing, and being chased by cats 
before her. That first sighting has stuck in her mind and you can certainly see why. The Red Fox, or Vulpes 
Vulpes as they’re better known in Latin, is the only fox native to Western Europe. A magnificent creature, 
widely recognised, of course, for his remarkable red fur and long bushy tail equating to more than half the 
length of his body. 

The mating season, beginning in 
January, witnesses foxes coupling 
for several days, often in burrows, 
with some vixens reaching sexual 
maturity at just nine to 10 months 
old. Though largely monogamous, 
evidence has shown vast levels of 
incest, mixed paternity litters and 
polygamy – though it’s usual for a 
subordinate female’s kits to be killed 
by other females, if they manage 
to whelp at all. After a 49-58 day 
gestation period, an average of four 
to six kits will be born, though 
there have been instances of litter 
sizes anywhere up to 13, making it 
rather difficult to get a fair share of 
milk from the typical vixen’s four 
teats during the lactation period of 
six to seven weeks. 

Our little friend will have been 
born blind, deaf and toothless, 
weighing merely 2-3.9oz and 
measuring just 14.5cm, with a 
tail length of 7.5cm. Somewhere 
between 13-15 days after birth, the 
kit’s ear canals will have already 
opened and his upper teeth cut, 
with his lower teeth following 
three to four days later. Around 
this time, his eyes would have been 
just beginning to open – blue, at 
first, before they change to their 
typical amber at four to five weeks. 
His mother will have stayed with 
him for two to three weeks while 
his father fed her, and although not 
allowed into the burrow pre-birth, 
foxes are particularly ‘hands on’ 
dads, even becoming the primary 
carer should the mother die before 
the kit reaches independence.

At six to seven months, the kit will 

begin to reach the typical adult 
proportions, measuring between 
45-90cm in body length and 35-
50cm high at the shoulder, with a 
tail stretching somewhere between 
30-55.5cm. Vixens can be spotted 
due to their much slighter frame, 
usually weighing around 15-20% 
less than a male’s (‘dog’) healthily 
hefty average of 2.2-14kg. 

The characteristic colourings of the 
luscious red coat, which changes 
from its fluffy dark brown at three 
weeks old, can differ to include 
both albino and melanistic morphs. 
The fur itself is soft, yet dense, 
and moderately long, particularly 
through winter months.

The red fox has an excellent sense 
of smell and impeccable auditory 
perception. This little one can 
locate sounds within one degree, 
even having the ability to hear 
the squeaking of a mouse at 100m 
away, although, it’s their binocular 
vision that’s a vital weapon in their 
hunting operation as their oval 
pupils react to movement. Equally, 
red foxes have long canine teeth, 
and are excellent swimmers with 
the clever capability of jumping 
fences up to 2m high and regularly 
reaching speeds of 30mph to 
capture their prey, despite their 
relatively short limbs. They will 
leap and land on their prey up to 
5m away when hunting, which 
they will often hide to eat later. 

When fully grown, he’ll require 
approximately 500g of food per 
day, and naturally, will be extremely 
possessive over it. Consisting 

largely of small rodents, though 
they are also known to nourish 
on game birds, rabbits, reptiles, 
invertebrates, young ungulates, and 
even fruit and vegetable matter, 
which they will often eat as a sole 
food source throughout autumn in 
areas where their usual preferences 
are running scarce. In fact, there are 
up to 300 animal and a few dozen 
plant species currently known 
to be consumed by red foxes, but 
it’s been much demonstrated that 
they’ll actually eat almost anything, 
including everyone’s favourite – 
the jam sandwich – and even off 
meat, due to their refined immune 
system which has developed from 
the beginning of their urbanisation 
in the 1930s. 

When he’s ready, the kit will hunt 
for himself. He may leave his 
parents if there’s a high chance he 
could win his own territory, though 
whelps will often remain with the 
pair or group (a family or a male 
with several females) to assist with 
rearing any subsequent siblings. 
Despite being known to reach ages 
of 15 in captivity, it’s unlikely he’ll 
live past five in his natural habitat 
where the threats are much greater.
So, does it really seem fair that our 
little friend, the kit, could have such 
a bad reputation, being included in 
the ‘World’s 100 Worst Invasive 
Species’, and potentially subject 
to the horrifying hunts of humans 
due to allegations of pest activity 
and the illegal fur trade demand? 
After all, he’s just trying to survive 
along with the rest of us.

WILDLIFE  │  FoxesWILDLIFE  │  Foxes
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A 

Whale 
of a Time

Take a deep breath. You are going to dive.

Not alone, but with hundreds of distant relatives.

Now, jump on board and let’s explore the British coastal waters.

WILDLIFE  │  Whales
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FIRST-HAND EXPERIENCE

Joining a marine wildlife boat 
trip is enthralling and fascinating. 
Watching whales and dolphins 
in the wild is a very demanding 
business and one you should 
participate in responsibly.  Once 
you are on board, you will be 
guided throughout your experience 
by naturalists and guides that will 
lead you into the abyss by revealing 
an insight into the world of these 
mysterious creatures.

INTO THE INDUSTRY

In 1993, the International Whaling 
Commission recognised whale 
watching as a legitimate tourism 
activity. After a decade, the whale 
watching industry generates $ 2.1 
billion per annum and is one of the 
fastest growing tourism operators 
in the world. On one hand, this 
eco-tourism is far better for  whales 
than the harvesting of whales for 
products as has happened in the 
past. On the other hand, there is 
evidence that whales and dolphin 
populations may pay a price: such 
activity could alter the behaviour of 
whales and possibly be detrimental 
for them. To address this question 
on a global scale, populations of 
whale and dolphin species were 
monitored from whale watching 
boats  to assess any behavioural 
changes. Research results suggest 
that vessel proximity may lead the 
individuals, or even the population, 
to alter their behaviour.  Despite 
this, no strict regulations have 
been formally introduced, however 
some whale watching operators 
have voluntarily implemented a 
Responsible Code of Conduct 
to mitigate the anthropological 
impacts (e.g. approaching too close 
to the animals). 

YOUR TURN

The “Responsible Code of 
Conduct” contains guidelines on 
how to approach the wild animals 
in order to reduce disturbance 
whilst letting whale watchers 
view breathtaking moments. 
Meanwhile,  conservation charities 
raise awareness of the potential 
impacts of whale watching tourism 
and draw up tips for whale watchers 
use. There are many resources 
online for people to read before 
choosing a responsibly managed 
whale watching trip.

GREAT EXPECTATIONS?

A remarkable number of marine 
mammals can be observed from 
land and it is highly recommended 
to  watch from land where possible. 
Nonetheless, pelagic trips may 
reveal wonderful acrobatic shows 
and behaviours that can’t always 
been seen from the shoreline. Trips 
vary from a few hours to a few days 
at sea and you don’t have to go far 
to find one. Right at your doorstep 
you can spot our finned friends 
as the British seas host a variety 
of exquisite migratory species 
which make the UK yet no less 
attractive than some exotic climes.  
For instance, bottlenose dolphins, 
common dolphins and harbour 
porpoises are all commonly 
spotted throughout the UK. If you 
are seeking orcas and humpback 
whales, a scattering of sightings 
of orcas and humpback whales are 
recorded annually in the North 
and West coasts of Scotland and in 
the West coasts of Wales.  Just last 
week a humpback whale was even 
spotted just off Edinburgh!

WHAT DO YOU NEED?

The most important of all is 
patience and perseverance, I could 
not emphasize this step enough. 
Spotting whales and dolphins in 
the wild is a truly surprising special 
but they might make you wait or 
come and go rapidly so always be 
on the lookout! 

Also, don’t be afraid to ask 
questions, this is vital to turn this 
into YOUR wildlife watching 
experience. Guides are on board 
to reward your curiosity and try to 
answer your questions to the best 
of their knowledge.

FOOD FOR THOUGHTS

The whale watching industry 
combines recreational and 
educational/research purposes: it 
supports the development of local 
economy and it serves as viewing-
platform to observe and record 
data of cetaceans in the wild. 
Where observation is done 
responsibly and meticulously, 
the data collected is 
consequently shared 
with local research 
teams. Regardless, 
whale watching 
educates an increasing 
number of people every 
year on how to identify 
marine mammal species 
and raises awareness 
on the anthropological 
threats that wild animals 
face. In yet unexplored sites, 
whale watching and charity 
organisations lift the lid on 
cetacean feeding and breeding 
grounds by providing vital evidence 
of potential threats to regulatory 
bodies and wildlife managers.

Words and Images by 
Giulia La Bianca 

WILDLIFE  │  WhalesWILDLIFE  │  Whales
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Found nestled in gardens, woodlands 
and along the sides of the road, the wild 
daffodil- previously known as the Lent 

Lily, offers a striking sight in early spring. 
This month, the daffodil is often seen in full 
bloom, with its stunning pale outer leaves, 
and deep yellow core. This core, also known as 
the corona has parallel sides. The leaves of the 
daffodil are of a grey green tinge, are thin and 
long, and often flattened. These are roughly 
5-15mm wide, and around 30cm long. 

The wild daffodil is native to the UK, 
alongside other countries including Wales, 
Spain and Portugal. Starting out as a bulb, 
the species flourishes under the right 
conditions, a sustainable soil with neutral to 
acidic properties and good drainage options. 
Similarly to the common bluebell, the wild 
daffodil thrives in a shaded spot during the 
summer.

The wild daffodil can reproduce both sexually 
and asexually. Sexually, the daffodil must be 
fertilised by an external source, and the creation 
of seeds forms the basis of this reproductive 
process. To create seeds, pollen delivered by 
bumblebees or other insects is critical. Once 
formed, the transformation from a seed to 
a plant can take from five to seven years! 
So, daffodils most commonly rely on the 
formation of bulblets to reproduce instead. 
Here, roots extend into the ground from 
where the bulb is. To create more daffodils the 

bulbs split, forming the bulblets. These then 
regrow into new plants. In a similar way, the 
daffodil can develop tiny bulbs on its stem 
called bulbils. 

The wild daffodil, considered Gloucestershire’s 
county flower, has culturally shaped the history 
of this particular area. ‘The Golden Triangle’ is 
a term synonymous with the county, and this 
is where wild daffodils flourish. Comprising of 
three distinct habitats, woodlands, traditional 
orchards and grasslands, the Golden Triangle 
offers a rich environment for the daffodils 
to grow. Historically, the flowers themselves 
formed a major part of the local economy. 
Unfortunately though, since the 1980s the 
wild daffodil has fallen into decline – not only 
in Gloucestershire, but across the country. 
Meadows have been lost due to agricultural 
movement and the conversion of land for 
farming. Species of daffodil have also been 
introduced into British gardens from non-
native countries. These alternative larger 
and hardier varieties compete with the wild 
daffodil. Hybridisation is also a concern for the 
species as it influences the ‘naturalness’ of the 
wild daffodil, and its authenticity. At present, 
the wild daffodil survives in patches across the 
country, predominantly scattered across the 
west of Britain. There are increasing efforts 
to protect and manage existing wild daffodil 
habitats – spring bulb planting campaigns 
have been undertaken by conservationists and 
efforts are ongoing.

The Wild Daffodil
Words by Laura Butler

- 19 -

Species 
Focus

WILDLIFE  │  Species Focus
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The Breeding Bird Survey (BBS), organised 
by the British Trust for Ornithology, is 
arguably the most robust statistical tool 

to measure changes in the environment. The BBS 
started in 1994 when it replaced the Common 
Birds Census and combines country-wide data 
on UK breeding birds: allowing trends to be 
drawn from one year to the next and making up 
a massive long-term study. The data is collected by 
thousands of volunteers who are coordinated by 
regional representatives – the key link between a 
chiffchaff and the bigger picture. Giuliana Sinclair 
interviews Ken White, the regional representative 
for Berkshire, to tell us more.

WHAT DOES THE BBS ENTAIL?

You have to go out into the field to a randomly 
chosen square (1km x 1km) and complete a 2km 
walk along a transect, ideally in two parallel lines. 
The whole point of being a BBS surveyor is that 
you are out sampling the adult birds in your square 
and detecting them by song, call and sight. The 
survey usually takes about one and a half hours to 
complete and you repeat it twice a year during the 
breeding season. In my opinion, it’s important that 
you start before 6 o’clock – you’ve got to get there 
before the joggers and dog-walkers, while the birds 
are still making a lot of noise. To give you an idea; 
I record about 70% of my birds by song and call. 

You have to complete a bird recording form (noting 
down every bird you see or hear) as well as a habitat 
sheet. The whole point of BBS is that changes in 
bird populations could be, and often are, related 
to habitat changes so it’s very important to get the 
habitat data in. I always try to make people think 
that inputting your data online is part of the survey. 
Come home, put the kettle on, switch the computer 
on and put the data straight in when it’s still fresh in 
your mind. Job done! And you can be really proud 
of it, it’s a fantastic thing to do.

HOW DID YOU GET INTO BIRDWATCHING?

I was six years old and we had a horrific winter, the 
whole of the south of England was covered in arctic 
conditions. It was a very hard time for all wildlife 
and this was when people didn’t really care much 
about feeding birds, but the whole business started 
then. We lived in Newbury and had a nice hoard 
of sparrows in the garden but then this little guy 
appeared: smart white front, black hood, white 
moustache stripe, rusty back with lovely stripes and 
a black and white tail…nobody knew what it was. 
I had to go to school, get the Observer’s Book of 
Birds out and go through the pages until I found 
what it was – a male reed bunting. That was it, that 
was the point of no return and I’ve been a mad 
nutter birder ever since!

The Future of the Breeding Bird Survey 

INTERVIEW WITH KEN WHITE

Words by Giuliana Sinclair

HAVING SURVEYED YOUR SQUARE FOR 24 

YEARS, WHAT’S CHANGED?

I think the saddest thing of all is the general drop 
in bird numbers. Maybe I’m not as sharp as I was in 
terms of hearing, but I think I’m still pretty good at 
getting birds by sight. I can remember almost having 
a nervous breakdown drawing lines on the recording 
sheet because there wasn’t room to fit all the birds in. 
But now I can be walking a 1km transect and wonder 
“where have all the birds gone?” It’s naïve to assume 
that bird populations are going to remain constant 
because the weather is not constant and we’re all 
aware of global climate change. But on the whole, I 
would say the major change has been the drop in the 
overall number of birds I see.

WHAT’S YOUR VISION FOR THE FUTURE OF 

THE BBS?

I think the realisation now is that it’s the most 
powerful tool the British Trust for Ornithology has 
for measuring changes in bird populations. At the 
moment, there are over 3800 squares being surveyed 
and every new person that joins in makes the data 
more robust and more meaningful. There’s also 
nothing like doing a survey to hone your bird ID 
skills. I’d like to think that by the end of this breeding 
season we might even hit 4000 squares which would 
be a tremendous achievement.

HOW DOES A YOUNG BIRDER GET INVOLVED 

IN SURVEYING? WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO 

THEM?

The great thing about birdwatching is that it appeals 
to all ages. The RSPB have done an enormous job in 
making it easier for people to get involved – we’ve 
just had the Big Garden Birdwatch for example. 
In the last few years we’ve also been getting a lot 
of interest from university students. We’re delighted 
when we get enquires and we’ve got a policy that if 
there’s any interest at all we try to rope young people 
in as fast as possible. If they can enjoy the satisfaction 
of being part of something important, it will ensure 
their interest in the future of the environment and 
in time, hopefully they’ll be doing what we’re doing 
today.
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2017 hasn’t been the most 
pleasant year overall, and very 
many people will be pleased to see 
the tail-end of it. However, there 
were some significant steps taken 
forward in conservation, from the 
far-reaching Blue Planet II, to the 
banning of the domestic ivory 
trade in China, there have been 
plenty of things to celebrate.

 
POLICIES AND GOVERNMENTS

 
On the 1st of July, Donald Trump 
pulled the US out of the Paris 
Climate Agreement, despite huge 
public protest. However, a huge 
number of cities, states, universities 
and businesses, representing 
over half the US population 
and economy, confirmed their 
continued commitment to the 
agreement in defiance of this 
decision.  In addition, the terms of 
official withdrawal mean that the 
process of withdrawal has to take 
over three years, slowing down 
America’s exit and – hopefully 
– giving Trump a chance to 
rethink his decision.  He more 
recently said that America could 
conceivably rejoin the agreement 
on different terms, as he feels ‘very 
strongly about the environment’ 
(yeah, right). He is clearly starting 
to feel the public pressure. 
 
Partway through the year China 
announced that it would ban its 
domestic ivory trade, and the 
ban was put into action on the 
final day of 2017. International 
ivory trade was already banned in 
1990, but this didn’t stop illegal 
smuggling of new ivory into 

the country and continued sales 
fuelling the poaching industry.  
However the ban on domestic 
ivory sales inside China now makes 
that much more difficult. The price 
for raw ivory is thought to have 
dropped by 65% in the last year, 
and there has been an 80% decline 
in seizures of ivory entering China. 
Hopefully this will mean good 
news for elephants, as China 
was one of the world’s biggest 
consumers of illegal ivory.
  
A new environment secretary was 
appointed in the UK – Michael 
Gove. It’s safe to say that the public’s 
reaction to his new role was not 
the most positive, however it seems 
that he is proving his critics wrong 
and doing a delightful job so far.  
He has proposed a ban on domestic 
ivory sales, higher subsidies for 
environmentally friendly farmers, a 
plastic bottle deposit scheme, a ban 
on neonicotinoid pesticides, a ban 
on microbeads in cosmetics, and a 
‘green Brexit’ with an independent 
authoritative body to ensure 
that the government maintains 
environmental protection laws. 
If he follows through with these 
promises then this could herald 
a good 2018 for environmental 
policy. 

 
OCEANS

Blue Planet II was an incredible 
success – the most viewed program 
in 2017, reaching over 14 million 
viewers with the first episode alone. 
Taking criticism from Planet Earth 
II to heart, it has not only convinced 
countless people of the beauty and 
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worth of the natural world; it has 
raised awareness for the terrible 
plight that our oceans face, and 
inspired generations to take action 
to help them. We have seen public 
pressure rise on the government, 
and numerous policies planned 
to combat the plastic problem. 
 
The Ross Sea marine reserve came 
into effect in 2017 after being 
created in 2016. It covers over 1.5 
million square kms of ocean off 
the Antarctic coast, which remain 
nearly totally unharmed by human 
activity, protecting penguins, seals, 
as well as killer and minke whales. 
Fishing will be totally banned in 
72% of the zone, and the remainder 
will only permit limited harvesting 
for scientific purposes. It is hoped 
that this will protect it from the 
heavy industrial-scale fishing that 
is threatening to move into the 
area as a result of depleting stocks 
worldwide.

 
ANIMALS

 
In 2017 the snow leopard 
was reclassified from 
endangered to vulnerable. 
It’s a bit misleading to say that this 
iconic animal has clawed its way 
back from the brink – although 
efforts from local communities to 
reduce poaching have helped – for 
the main reason that this species 
has been reclassified is that more 
of them have been discovered. 
While there have to be less than 
2500 mature adults left in the wild 
for it to be endangered, scientists 
now estimate the population to 
be over 4 000, perhaps even as 

much as 10,000. This is due to 
satellite collaring and camera traps 
giving scientists a greater capacity 
to monitor the species, and more 
accurately survey the elusive 
population. The snow leopard is 
still at risk from poaching, but 
hopefully this miscalculation 
will have served as a wake-up 
call and got the momentum 
going for conservation efforts. 
 
Closer to home, in the UK, an 
exciting discovery was made as the 
diamond spider was rediscovered 
in Norfolk, after being last 
recorded in the UK in 1960. 
 
However, for some animals the 
news was not so good. Both the 
Christmas Island pipistrelle and 
the Christmas Island forest skink 
are thought to be extinct, after 
having been seen last in the wild in 
2009 and 10 respectively. Lister’s 
gecko and the blue-tailed Skink 
(also residents of Christmas Island) 
are both extinct in the wild, with 
captive populations still going. 

These were the only confirmed 
vertebrate extinctions, as far as I 
am aware. Why is Christmas Island 
having such a bad time? Well, it’s 
not entirely certain. Island wildlife 
is very vulnerable in general, having 
small populations and relatively 
little genetic diversity, as well as 
their vulnerability to new diseases 
and naivety towards non-native 
predators (a lesson learned from 
the dodo). On Christmas Island 
the wolf snake, a known predator of 
many of these species, was released 
in the 1980s, and the yellow crazy 

ant (yes, it is a real species) also 
brought changes in the ecology of 
the Island. One or both of these 
could be to blame, but it could be 
the fault of an introduced disease 
or something else entirely.

TARGETS FOR 2018

 
Evidence is showing that we have 
very little time to act on our main 
environmental problems, with 
more plastic than fish in the oceans 
by 2050 at current rates and the 
effects of global warming already 
being felt. Therefore, it is vitally 
important that we get the stone 
rolling this year, or it may well be 
too late. 

 
2018 TARGETS: 

 
• Pressure the government to 
dramatically shorten their deadline 
for the ban of single-use plastics. 
• Pressure shops into stocking 
plastic-free products and aisles. 
• Ensure that the government 
meets its deadlines for the 
4th and 5th carbon budgets . 
• Ensure that the government is 
held to its targets in the 25 year plan. 
• Ban ivory trade in the UK. 
• Ensure that the 
environmental laws are properly 
transferred through Brexit. 
 
We can turn this vicious cycle of 
destruction around, of that I am 
almost certain; what matters is the 
amount of permanent damage that 
we incur beforehand. 

CONSERVATION  │  2017
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Plastic pollution is now becoming 
increasingly difficult to ignore. The 
BBC’s Blue Planet II aired a much-

needed insight into its effects on the 
oceans and their inhabitants, tugging 
at Britons’ heartstrings and kicking the 
issue further up Parliament’s agenda. 
Now, many more of us are beginning 
to recognise the sheer amount of 
plastic that we use in our everyday 
lives and realise the impact that just 
one person’s consumption can have on 
the planet. There is no longer a single 
beach anywhere on Earth, inhabited 
or uninhabited, without evidence of 
plastic pollution.

In the UK alone, our coastlines are 
believed to contain approximately 5000 
items of plastic per mile, 150 of those 
items are plastic bottles. Only 60% of 

the almost 40 million single use plastic 
bottles used everyday are recycled, and 
those that pollute the sea can take up 
to 450 years to break down. Not to 
demonise plastic, its uses are countless 
and we would be without a lot of useful 
and life-saving equipment if it wasn’t 
for it, however, single use plastics we 
can do without. Plastic products and 
packaging which are used once then 
disposed of are too often unlikely to 
be recycled and are ending up in the 
ocean, resulting in the deaths of a 
million seabirds and 100,000 marine 
mammals every year. 

Since the 5p charge on plastic carrier 
bags was introduced in 2015, the 
number used has decreased by over 80%. 
Introducing taxes on other single use 
plastics could further reduce our plastic 

Plastic-free Coastlines
Words by Isabel Lewis
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pollution and the British Government 
claimed in the Budget speech that they 
would explore the idea of introducing 
such legislation this year. This has yet 
to be tabled in the Commons. In order 
to further reduce the environmental 
impact of our plastic use, we need to 
increase the amount that we recycle 
and this requires producers to take 
on more responsibility. By using more 
recycled materials in production 
and by producing packaging that is 
easier to recycle, their impact can 
be dramatically reduced. However, 
waiting around for the Government 
and big corporations to make changes 
isn’t the only option. It is the changes 
you can make in your own routine and 
the rallying of communities that can 
make a whole lot of difference. 

The UK based marine conservation 
charity ‘Surfers Against Sewage’ has 
been working since 1990 to tackle 
multiple threats to our oceans, from 
pollution to climate change and litter, 
and they have now launched their 
‘Plastic-free Coastlines’ campaign. 
Community Leaders recruited under 
the campaign will help to move 
forward the movement to make our 

coastlines ‘plastic-free’ by encouraging 
local businesses to stop providing 
single use plastic items and offer more 
environmentally friendly options 
instead. By educating those running 
local places, like restaurants, schools 
and councils, and empowering them to 
take on these changes, Surfers Against 
Sewage are confident that many coastal 
communities can soon be declared 
as ‘plastic-free’. As well as lessening 
further plastic pollution, such an 
accomplishment would demonstrate 
how achievable it is to reduce our 
plastic footprint and how insignificant 
using single use plastics is to our 
everyday life.  Surfers Against Sewage 
are in need of 125 Community Leaders 
to progress the plastic-free movement 
and the race is on to see which coastal 
community will be the first to become 
‘plastic-free’. Visit their website to 
find out more and get involved (www.
sas.org.uk). By putting the power in 
the consumers hands, we can increase 
the demand for alternatives to single 
use plastics, putting pressure on 
companies to change faster, and seeing 
communities leading the way in the 
fight against plastic pollution.

- 25 -Image: Kevin Krejci
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now frequently invade our rivers. 
A unique combination of traits, 
including limited mobility, specific 
tolerances to fluctuations in 
environmental conditions, year-
round presence and relatively 
long life-cycles, makes riverflies 
powerful biological indicators 
of water quality. Measuring the 
abundance of distinct groups gives 
a strong indication of the biological 
health of a river, as declines in water 
quality are reflected in the diversity 
of invertebrates. Monitoring 
can provide an advance warning 
of change, alerting the relevant 
authorities to any significant 
perturbations in water quality, 
which is why riverflies have been 
heralded as the ‘canaries of our 
rivers’. Riverflies are also vital to 
river ecology, forming a major 
component of food webs and 
assisting in the breakdown of 
organic matter. 

The riverflies form three orders: 

the up-wing flies and mayflies 
(Ephemeroptera), the caddisflies 
and sedges (Tricoptera) and the 
stoneflies (Plecoptera). Despite 
riverflies often being associated 
with living very briefly, their life-
cycle is actually fairly long. In fact, 
the majority of a riverfly’s life is 
spent in a larval (nymph) state, 
concealed beneath the surface, 
which can last one or more years. 
Only then does it emerge as the 
adult fly for a handful of days or 
weeks. Mayflies have a slightly 
more unusual life cycle, containing 
a unique extra stage. Adults 
emerge first from their larval state 
as dull ‘duns’ (subimagos), before a 
rapid molt into the more brightly 
coloured ‘spinners’ (imagos). It is 
monitoring the larval stage in all 
three orders that underpins the 
project. 

There are numerous sampling sites 
across the UK, monitored monthly 
by a pair of volunteers. The data 

Last summer, kitted out in 
waders and knee-deep in the 
River Frome, I was introduced 

to the hidden world of freshwater 
invertebrates. Alongside other 
volunteers, I was embarking 
on my journey to become a 
riverfly monitor with the Dorset 
Wildlife Trust, as part of The 
Riverfly Partnership. The Riverfly 
Partnership is a network of over 
100 organisations committed to the 
stewardship of freshwater systems 
through the regular monitoring 
of riverfly populations. Groups 
involved in the scheme include: 
conservationists, authorities, water 
course managers and anglers, all 
with a common goal to protect 
and conserve rivers. Unfortunately, 
like many other UK species, some 
riverfly populations are in decline. 
But why are they so important to 
conservation?

Riverfly larvae are highly 
susceptible to pollutants, which 

The Canaries of our Rivers
Words and Images by Ele Johnstone

recorded during a monitoring 
session is input into the national 
riverfly database, generating a 
Riverfly Monitoring Initiative 
(RMI) score. Each site is assigned 
a specific ‘trigger level’ number 
and any sample receiving an RMI 
score below this, is indicative of a 
pollution event. If a breach of the 
trigger level is recorded at a site (and 
confirmed by a second sample), it 
is reported for immediate action. It 
may sound pretty complicated, but 
in reality the whole monitoring 
process only takes one to two 
hours – a small dedication of time 
for such an important project. The 
simple ‘kick-sampling’ technique, 
takes three minutes, with a further 
minute of manual stone checking. 
After this comes the best part – 
examining the sample! 

At first, the sample appears to 
be little more than a mass of silt 
and weeds, but once washed and 
sorted into smaller sub-samples, 

hundreds of miniscule, squirming 
invertebrates are revealed. Riverfly 
are diverse and there are 278 
species in the UK alone. Instead 
of identifying individual species, 
volunteers are trained to identify 
eight ‘target’ groups: cased caddis, 
caseless caddis, mayfly, blue-winged 
olive, flat-bodied stone clinger, 
olive, stonefly and Gammarus – 
freshwater shrimp. It’s hard not to 
find them endearing, each group 
identified (after some practise) 
by characteristic movements and 
unique features. For example, the 
up-wing fly larvae (olives) are 
lightning-quick and bolt across 
the water with torpedo-like speed 
and precision. In stark comparison, 
stonefly larvae appear to swim 
reluctantly, jerking mechanically 
from side-to-side, and the caseless 
caddis flounder, as if they struggle 
to swim at all! But, perhaps the 
most charming of these groups is 
the cased caddis which, as their 
name suggests, are encapsulated 

in a case. The larvae incorporate 
materials such as leaf debris, stone 
and sand grains into elaborate cases, 
initially spun from silk, which serve 
as both protection and camouflage. 
These range from delicate 
patchworks of grass fragments to 
intricate multicoloured mosaics of 
sand and rock fragments and are 
recognizable down to the family or 
even genus level. 

It’s amazing to be part of The 
Riverfly Partnership and to know 
that so many different individuals 
are working in unison to safeguard 
this fascinating hidden world. 
Riverfly monitoring has taught me 
the importance of appreciating less 
‘charismatic’ species and how even 
the smallest organisms can play a 
pivotal role in the conservation of 
wildlife. Fleeting their adult lives 
may be, but their role in securing 
a future for freshwater ecosystems 
will live on much longer. 

CONSERVATION  │  Rivers
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Don’t count your be s before you se e th em!

The Value of 
Citizen Science

- 28 -

Words and Images by Lesley Smith

No longer is scientific research 
the domain of the dusty, cord 
clad academic! Budding 

naturalists and local experts alike 
are taking part in Citizen Science 
around the UK and you can too. 
Projects such as the Big Bumblebee 
Discovery, Big Garden Birdwatch 
or the Garden BioBlitz have all 
produced valuable information to 
add to large, impactful datasets 
across the country. The advantages 
to citizen science are numerous, lets 
take the Big Bumblebee Discovery 
as an example. 

Created by a team from the Centre 
for Ecology and Hydrology (CEH), 
based in Lancaster, the experiment 
aimed to answer questions about 
the diversity and abundance of 
bees. Up to 30,000 people were 
engaged in the summer of 2014 
with children and adults of all 
ages encouraged to go and spot 
different species of bees in their 
area. A basic methodology was 
provided and a weblink to report 
findings in association with EDF 
energy. More successful projects 
like these are cropping up to allow 
collaborations with members of 
the public and scientists. This is 
likely a combination of an ever-
increasing public interest as well as 
a fuller understanding of the power 
of community engagement from 
within the scientific sphere. 

Scientific researchers have in the 
past been hesitant to hand the 
reigns of data collection over to 
strangers, understandably trusting 
strangers with your life’s work 
might be daunting. However, 
once that barrier is overcome 
and the technical implications 
are accounted for, the benefits of 
citizen science are numerous. 

Coordinated efforts from 
volunteers allows researchers to 
increase the range of research to 
cover a much wider geographical 
area. This enables hypotheses to 
be addressed on range shifts and 
population level trends. This would 
otherwise likely be unaffordable for 
a single research department. The 
data collected from well- known 
surveys such as the Breeding 
Bird Survey or from Bird Atlases 
directly impacts research which 
can help to monitor threatened 
and near threatened species. It’s 
also valuable for scientists to 
engage with the public to look at 
nature through a different lens. An 
appreciation of the relationship 
between science and the wider 
community is also enlightening 
and vice versa.         

From the perspective of volunteers, 
local experts offer vital in-depth 
knowledge which scientists simply 
couldn’t have access to otherwise. 

It also provides an opportunity to 
acknowledge their experience and 
expertise. It’s widely known that 
getting outdoors is beneficial to 
your physical and mental health 
but it’s also free. This empowers 
economically restricted groups to 
take part in an activity which could 
be fundamentally transformative to 
their relationship with nature. By 
taking children out to count birds, 
bees, and everything in between we 
are inspiring the next generation of 
naturalists and potential scientist 
to help protect our habitats for 
the future. It helps families take 
ownership of their local patch and 
foster a sense of pride too. 

These citizen science schemes are 
much more than experiments, 
more often social projects which 
encourage interactions with nature. 
In an age where we see people 
walking into lampposts because 
they are glued to their phones it’s 
important to remind the public of 
the value of the natural world -and 
to look up. I’m a huge admirer of 
local experts and kind volunteers 
giving up their free time to help 
scientists with research projects. I 
think if we can take small steps to 
engage with the public and foster 
an enthusiasm for the outdoors 
it can certainly have positive 
implications for the future of our 
ecosystems.

If this sounds like something you would like to get involved with 

why not contact your local biological records centre to see what’s 

happening in your area.  There are lots of opportunities to get 

involved in some capacity whether you’re a researcher looking for 

advice or a budding volunteer.  

- 29 -
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Returning 
Nature 
to your 
Garden

It’s that time of year again when the coldness recedes, and nature starts to come out 

of hiding, otherw ise known as spring. And now is the time to give w ildlife a great start to 

the year! It is well known that human activity is having a negative impact on biodiversity, 

whether from agriculture (pesticide use and a loss of meadows/hedgerows), habitat loss/

fragmentation or urbanisation, all of these processes have seen a reduction in around 

33% of most w ildlife populations since the 1950s. So, last year I decided that I wanted to 

change my garden, and provide a much better habitat for w ildlife. I want to share w ith 

you what I did and show how small changes can make a big difference!

Words and Images by Liam Whitmore
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STEP 1

The first major change I made was to increase 
the plant biodiversity in my garden. Much of the 
wildflowers of the UK have disappeared due to the 
vast increase in agriculture, where meadows have been 
reduced to monotonous fields with singular species, 
which provide little benefits for native wildlife. But by 
reintroducing species of wildflowers, such as common 
poppy (Papaver rhoeas), cornflower (Centaurea cyanus) 
and musk mallow (Malva moschata), can vastly 
increase the biodiversity of our gardens and provide 
better food and nourishment for wildlife. Seeds can be 
purchased from most garden centres and will brighten 
up your garden and encourage wildlife to return. You 
won’t be disappointed! I even found a little common 
frog (Rana temporaria) amongst the wildflowers!

STEP 2

Bees tend to ‘fly’ under the radar when thinking about 
wildlife we find in our back gardens, however, they are 
vital for healthy ecosystems. These pollinating insects 
have symbiotic relationships with much of the UK’s 
flora and are responsible for around 78% of insect 
pollination throughout the UK. So, without them, 
many angiosperms (flowering plants) would not be 
able to reproduce. Lots of people also don’t realise 
that there are a plethora of solitary bee species (like 
the red mason bee (Osmia rufa) for example) in our 
back gardens. So, I introduced a few ‘Bee Hotels’. 
They contain hollow tubes which provide refuges for 
solitary bees and other insects. And these pollinators 
will thrive with your added wildflowers!

Step 3

Hedgehogs! European hedgehog (Erinaceus europaeus) 
populations have declined by 30% in the last decade 
alone and therefore need all the help they can get to 
reduce further decline. This is where you can make your 
garden more hedgehog friendly. A hedgehog’s main 
obstacle are fences. Fences are essentially fragmenting 
their habitat, because you’re preventing them from 
moving between gardens. And therefore, preventing 
them from finding shelter, food and potential mates. 
To combat this problem, one possibility is to create 
small holes (13cm x 13cm) underneath your fences 
(you may need your neighbours permission) to allow 
them to travel freely between gardens. If that is not 
feasible, you could just put out some food for them, 
cat food and water will do the trick!

STEP 4

Bats! There are 17 breeding species of bat in the UK. 
I am unsure of the species that inhabit my garden 
but I certainly get frequent visitors. So, I decided to 
purchase a bat house. Similar to a bird house but 
the structure inside allows bats to rest upside down, 
as they would naturally. These houses provide great 
refugia for bats, especially in winter months. If you 
want to catch a glimpse of them, try visiting your bat 
house at dawn or dusk! 

Other notable actions to help bring nature back to your garden:

Small pond for amphibians
Wood/log pile refuges for invertebrates
Bird feeders
Plant more trees
Leave small ‘wild’ areas

These are a few ways which I have attempted to encourage more wildlife into my back garden 
and have had great success! The great part of this is that there are always going to be more ways 
to improve your garden, so keep reading and discovering these new methods for increasing 
biodiversity in your very own wildlife sanctuary.

The University of Manchester’s student society has put 

people power into action - planting trees and tackling urban 

woodlands - in a bid to help reclaim natural spaces for both 

people and w ildlife.

I have been a tree lover and nature enthusiast since I 
was very small. Growing up in rural Lincolnshire there 
were miles of open space to roam and explore. My back 
garden turned into my own little nature reserve with 
long grasses, wild flowers, two ponds full of frogs and 
newts and a singular, 30 foot fir tree. 

I spent more time pond-dipping or climbing my DIY 
treehouse than I did indoors and looking back I was 
very lucky to have such immediate access to nature. 
This inspired my love and appreciation of the natural 
world.

I moved to the North West with my 
family in 2013 and began studying 
for my BA in Environmental 
Management at the University of 
Manchester in 2016. I found out 
about a student society called ‘The 
Tree Musketeers’ which engages 
students in the natural world, 
helping them to not only connect to 
the trees, woods and wildlife on their 
doorstep, but also boost career prospects.

In 2018 I took over as Student Co-ordinator for 
the group and am thrilled to have worked with 
organisations such as the National Trust, Moors for the 
Future, Cheshire Wildlife Trust, and City of Trees on 
some amazing projects across the region.

For me, environmental volunteering gives students an 
outlet away from their studies, enables them to give 
back to the community and get out and enjoy the fresh 
air – and often get very muddy!

As part of my studies I look at topics such as landscape 
ecology, environmental policy, urban design, biodiversity 
management and climate change impacts. 

These subjects help me understand the complexities 
of the relationships between the economy, society, and 
environment. More importantly, it helped me realise 

No student slacktivism for these

 ‘Tre Musketers’
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that as an individual I can make a difference, as many 
small changes can lead to huge changes overall. 

Living in an urban environment, our local green spaces 
are incredibly important and the Tree Musketeers do 
a fantastic job alongside community organisations 
creating and managing habitats where nature can 
thrive.

My highlights have been working with City of Trees, 
a leading environmental charity aiming to plant three 
million trees within a generation, to help 500 new trees 
take root in a community woodland in Oldham.

The Tree Musketeers also helped bring Tiger Wood 
in Fog Lane Park, Didsbury, back into bloom. With 

funding from the RHS we planted native bulbs 
and plants such as wild garlic, forget-me-

not and primrose as well as creating 
pathways to establish a beautiful, 

biodiverse and environmentally 
friendly wood.

This project won a ‘Level 4 Thriving 
award’ at the Royal Horticultural 
Societies’ North-West Britain in 

Bloom Awards in 2017.

I am now starting a placement with City 
of Trees and as part of this I will be working 

with school groups, imparting my knowledge and 
love of nature onto the next generation.

I feel children are becoming more detached from the 
natural world and it’s crucial to educate them about the 
amazing benefits our environment offers. 

So my advice? Where ever you live there will be 
amazing organisations, community groups and student 
activists who are passionate about making our green 
spaces greater – so I urge you to look them up and get 
involved!

As young people I believe we have a responsibility to 
stand up and shout about protecting and preserving 
our trees, parks, green spaces and woods – not just for 
future generations, but wildlife too.
All For One and One (planet) for all!

Words by Poppy Grange
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Dr Nikki Gammans

New Nature’s Alice Johnson talks to the 
Bumblebee Conservation Trust’s short-haired 
bumblebee project manager about saving a 

precious species
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The native short-haired 
bumblebee, Bombus 
subterraneus, was declared 

extinct at the beginning of the 
millennium, the last known record 
being in 1988 near Dungeness. The 
reduction in species-rich grassland 
habitats across its range contributed 
to the decline of this species. The 
reintroduction project revolving 
around this insect not only aims 
to see it prosper again in the UK, 
but to also increase awareness 
and understanding of the species 
and the threats it faces. Dr Nikki 
Gammans has been involved with 
the scheme since it started in 2009. 
She told us about her varied job 
role, the reintroduction programme 
and how you can pursue a career in 
your chosen field.

THE BEGINNING

An interest in wildlife from a 
young age is a common occurrence 
among those that work in 
conservation, for Nikki it was her 
fascination in social insects that 
drew her concentration. She said: 
“I have always been interested in 
animals since a very young age 
and my focus then developed onto 
insects, in particular the order of 
Hymenoptera (the ants, bees and 
wasps). Social insects have always 
been the most interesting group for 
me with their complex lifecycles.”

Developing a fascination into a 
career is a possibility for all young 
naturalists, and it helps to consider 
this when choosing subjects you 
want to study. Nikki told us how 
her academic studies brought her 
closer to her job in a field she 
was interested in: “I chose my A 
levels and degree so I would be 
able to get a job in conservation. 
I chose ecology as my degree as 
I wanted a broad knowledge of 

how ecosystems worked. I then 
took courses in entomology and 
looked for a PhD in hymenoptera 
behaviour. I originally thought 
I would like to stay in academia 
but then I realised I would like to 
work in the field and actually help 
directly conserve these species.”

SHORT-HAIRED BUMBLEBEE 

REINTRODUCTION PROJECT

Reintroducing a once extinct 
species back into the UK is a 
very exciting prospect. Nikki 
told us a bit about this scheme: 
“The reintroduction programme 
began in 2009 with the aim of 
trying to reintroduce the short-
haired bumblebee back to the UK 
after its extinction in 1988. It is a 
partnership between Bumblebee 
Conservation Trust, RSPB and 
Natural England. I was appointed 
in January 2009 and have remained 
since, I had previously worked 
on an ant translocation project 
with many of the same partners. 
The first release was in 2012 and 
this was at RSPB Dungeness and 
we have completed five in total, 
ending in 2016.”

Explaining what her job entails, she 
commented: “I manage the project 
which includes four strands – the 
reintroduction part, surveying for 
bumblebees, surveying wild flower 
sites, outreach and managing 
volunteers. We currently work with 
over 110 land owners and have 40 
volunteers.”

There are many highlights to 
being involved with a scheme that 
reintroduced a once extinct species 
back to the UK. Nikki told us 
her favourite aspects: “There are 
lots of really rewarding parts of 
this project and one of them is of 
course trying to reintroduce the 

extinct short-haired bumblebee. 
Other rewarding parts are the 
fact that we know we are helping 
many rare bumblebee species with 
increasing flower rich habitat, and 
we have an excellent volunteer base 
of 40 people.”

In 2017 the project reached 
the beginning of the next 
phase, involved with examining 
if a population has become 
established. Nikki explained the 
aims for this year: “For the years 
of 2017-2019 we are focusing our 
work on investigating whether a 
genetically sustainable population 
of the short-haired bumblebee has 
established. We will also continue 
our work with farmers and 
landowners and we are offering a 
five and a half month traineeship 
this year beginning in April. With 
our volunteers we undertake a lot 
of bumblebee surveys and also 
managing and maintaining flower 
rich areas.”

CAREER ADVICE

Being involved with species 
reintroductions is a dream for many 
young naturalists, so Nikki shared 
with us her advice for those hoping 
to pursue a career in a similar 
role. She said: “I would advise 
volunteering from a young age and 
trying to get as much experience as 
possible within the conservation 
section. Try and volunteer for a 
variety of different organisations 
so you can get an idea of what you 
like best. After graduation I think 
traineeships are a good way to get 
hands on experience and many 
charities are now offering this 
opportunity.”

To find out more about the 

short-haired bumblebee 

reintroduction project visit 

www.bumblebeeconservation.org 
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A Focus  ON  nature: 
Welcome to Scotland

If you’ve ever been to Scotland - perhaps on holiday, 
or to study – or you’re as lucky as I am and you 
actually live and work in this bonnie country, then 

you’ve probably realised that it is a wild place. From 
the classic, mountainous Highlands to the dramatic, 
variable coastline; ancient woodlands that line the 
hills and deep lochs nestled in the floors of the glens. 
We have a lot to be thankful for. 

With these fantastic landscapes comes fantastic 
wildlife. Just the other day I was lucky enough to 
see mountain hare, golden eagle and crested tit, and 
hung out with Ptarmigan the week before! These wild 
places seem timeless – they’ve always been there and 
always will. But that’s simply not the case. Scotland 
is constantly changing. Across the country, the 
landscape is altered and affected by the needs of its 
human population. A brief scroll through my twitter 
feed brings up a multitude of issues; management of 
the uplands, re-wilding, or (the unavoidable) Brexit. 
 
Dealing with these issues may seem daunting, but 
it’s the young people of today who are going to be 
responsible for the future of Scotland’s landscapes. 
And this is where AFON Scotland comes in. As 
I mentioned, Scotland as heaps to offer young 
naturalists – AFON aims to help young people get out 
and enjoy it, and share their passion with one another. 
We want to support young people, encouraging 

Our new regional representative for Scotland, Gus Routledge 

(@P inkfootedGus), tells us just what Scotland has to offer in the way of 

w ildlife, and how you can get involved in its conservation.

YOUTH NATURE  │  AFON

them to experience nature in their local patch, 
meet like-minded individuals, and get stuck in. The 
encouragement offered by others is a great motivator, 
and there’s always opportunity to learn and grow. One 
of my favourite quotes is one by Freeman Tilden: 
“Through interpretation, understanding; through 
understanding, appreciation; through appreciation, 
protection.” I feel this is pertinent to what we aim to 
do at AFON Scotland. How young people interpret 
the various aspects of the natural world will, in the 

end, affect how the natural world is protected.
Our main tool for enabling this to happen is our 
Facebook group (search for A Focus on Nature – 
Scotland) where we share opportunities, interesting 
news, photos and all things related to Scotland’s 
nature. We also hope to host meet-ups and events in 
the future, exploring some of Scotland’s wild spaces 
and joining in on some of the hard work going into 
its conservation. Furthermore, AFON Scotland will 
be working with other organisations to help establish 
links between them and young people, allowing 
our members to enhance their skills and gain more 
opportunities for their futures.  

So, if you’re interested in building a career in nature 
conservation in Scotland, are passionate about its 
wildlife, or simply just love a wee jaunt in the hills – 
join us! AFON Scotland is here to help you experience 
and learn about our rich and varied countryside. 

Join our Facebook group A Focus on Nature – 

Scotland to find out what we can offer you. For more 

information about the regions we cover and becoming 

a regional rep, contact beth.aucott@googlemail.com

Mammals on Campus!

Last month, we showcased the w inning team of the University Mammal 

Challenge. This month, projects officer Peter Cooper (@PeteMRCooper) 

tells us how the idea was born

Undoubtedly the best thing about A Focus On 
Nature (in my view at least), is that you get to 

meet and befriend people as mad as you are. For many 
young naturalists around the UK, it’ll have been long 
accepted that they won’t be able to possibly mention 
how fascinating otter spraint is in its usefulness for 
diet analysis or the fact it actually smells pretty nice 
when fresh, without getting a good ribbing from 
your mates back home about the fact you smell poo. 
In AFON however, the network of other young 
naturalists means we give you the opportunity to talk 
to fellow youths who at least understand how cool 
this all this – even though it is pretty funny we get 
excited about scat.

As both a mammal aficionado and a committee 
member for AFON, I’ve certainly done my bit to 
give these species a space in the spotlight in some of 
our projects; after all, despite the undoubted cultural 
importance of mammals, the frequent elusiveness of 
Britain’s species means there is a surprising lack of 
attention given to them in comparison with other 
more flashy animals such as birds and butterflies. 
The first step was to organise a young people’s 
workshop in mammal ecology, as you do. This was held 
back in September 2014 (not long after our landmark 
Vision for Nature conference) at Upcott Grange Farm 
in Devon, where a group of young people set up tents 
for a two-day course hosted by mammal expert and 
reintroduction specialist Derek Gow.  Trapping small 

YOUTH NATURE  │  AFON
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mammals, watching wild red deer, dissecting owl 
pellets, looking for beaver field signs and meeting the 
captive native carnivores at the farm all helped make 
a memorable experience that put our furrier wildlife 
in the spotlight.

Always dream bigger, however. Since AFON’s earliest 
days, one of its stalwarts had been the University 
Birdwatch Challenge. A cross-campus competition 
for different student teams to spot as many birds as 
possible at their universities, with prizes going in and 
important data for conservation bodies coming out. 
I wondered. Mammals are often badly under-
represented in national biodiversity records, but there 
are many students enthused enough to study them. 
Could we do a University Mammal Challenge?
Turned out we could. And we did very well. After 
approaching Anthony Caravaggi, student rep at the 
Mammal Society, we set up a partnership project at the 
beginning of the 2016/17 academic year. The response 

was overwhelming, with 29 participating universities 
and a whopping 14,463 records of 46 species. Many 
of these were common species such as rabbits and 
squirrels (which are under-recorded precisely because 
they are so numerous!), but also some you might not 
expect from university campuses. Who’d have thought 
we’d get red deer and pine marten!

This year’s challenge winners are already enjoying their 
prizes. Hannah Lockwood from the University of 
Derby was recently lucky enough to go on a field day 
with the team from Scottish Wildcat Action, while at 
time of writing, I’ll be running a mammal ecology day 
next week for a team from UEA. As this year’s new 
contestants get ready to go mammal spotting, I can’t 
wait to see the results.

Call for all mammal lovers!! The University Mammal 

Challenge is looking for teams! A pply here: 

unichallenge@themammalsociety.org 

How to get involved

AFON’S mentoring scheme

We have a huge range of mentors who are passionate about sharing their knowledge and 
experiences, from scientists to journalists, educators to broadcasters. Interested in being 

a mentee? Please contact Charley at afonmentoring@outlook.com

Regional Reps

We’re still on the lookout for regional reps! Our goal is to establish a network of young 
conservationists across the UK. This is a flexible role aimed at connecting young naturalists 

in your local area, organising group events and keeping up the communication on social media. 

Currently, regions are broken down into: 
Scotland | North East England |North West England |Yorkshire | North Lincolnshire | East 
Midlands | West Midlands | Wales | Eastern | London | South East | South West

Are you passionate about wildlife and conservation? Could you enthuse others to get involved 
on your local patch? We want to hear from you! 

To find out more about the role, including how to apply please send an email to Project Officer 
Beth Aucott – beth.aucott@googlemail.com

YOUTH NATURE  │  AFON

Insta-moments

This month, we celebrate the winner of our annual 
competition for the best ‘photos of the week’ 

of the year – Catherine Bullen. Catherine Bullen is 
a photographer specialising in nature and wildlife 
photography; she is aiming to capture as much of it 
as she can!  She uses natural light in her photographs 
to create engaging images of subjects that people may 
not otherwise see, or notice.  To see more of her work 
please follow her Instagram @CatBPhoto, Facebook 
@CatherineBullenPhotography or website at www.
catherinebullen.co.uk.

F ind out how you can be 2018’s w inner by follow ing 

us on instagram @afocusonnature

The winning entry of our 2017 ‘Blog of the Year’ 
is…The urban Jungle, by Gordon Smith! Read 

his brilliant winning blog here: www.afocusonnature.
org/uncategorized/the-urban-jungle/#more-12719

Blog highlights

“The good news is that I have, in my opinion, the best 
job in Edinburgh. That’s if you count butterfly surveys, 
toad patrols and leading guided walks through an 
extinct volcanic landscape as work.”

Catherine and Gordon both win a set of Opticron binoculars. 

YOUTH NATURE  │  AFON
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Our Contributors

Abby Condliffe
Abby is a law graduate, currently 

completing a Legal Practice Course 
and MSc in Law and Business, with 
an interest in animal law and a passion 

for nature and conservation.

Ele Johnstone
Ele has an MBiolSci in Biology 
from the University of Sheffield. She 
is passionate about protecting the 
natural world and aspires to have a 

career in conservation.

Guilia La Bianca
Giulia La Bianca has a genuine 
interest in the natural world and in the 
sustainable management of natural 
resources. Recently, she collaborated 
in whale watching industry as marine 
biology guide, plus she thrills for any 
wildlife matter and uncontaminated 

landscape.
Website: abbycondliffe.wordpress.

com @GLBatsea

Guiliana Sinclair
Giuliana is currently studying Ecology 
and Wildlife Conservation at Reading 
and writing up a dissertation on dung 
beetles. She is also a BBS surveyor 

and enjoys moth trapping.

@GiulianaTBS

Isabel Lewis
Isabel has an Animal Science BSc 
and is focused on British wildlife 
and the ecosystem services associated 
with it. She blogs for Beacon Hub 
Brighton and her personal blog 
Wild Importance and is furthering 
her knowledge of environmental 

sustainability.

James Miller
James is a wildlife enthusiast from 
Surrey, who loves to promote 
nature through photography, 
filming, presenting and blogging. 
Nocturnal wildlife is a particular 

favourite of his. 

@Wildimportance

Website: w ildimportance.w ixsite.

com/w ildimportance

@JamesNaturalist

Website: www.kneedeepinnature.

co.uk/

Check out our amazing young contributors and connect with them online!

|  CONTRIBUTORS  |

Poppy Grange
Poppy Grange, 23, is in her second year 
of an Environmental Management 
degree at the University of Manchester. 
She is Student Coordinator of the 
university’s conservation volunteers 
and is interested in encouraging the 
younger generation to engage with 

the natural environment.

@uom_treemusketeers

Laura Butler
Laura Butler works as a Marketing 
Executive and enjoys being creative in 
her spare time; painting and writing. 
She is passionate about wildlife 
conservation and enjoys learning 

about the natural world.

Lesley Smith
Lesley is a Bsc. graduate and current 
Msc. Ecology & Conservation 
student at the University of Aberdeen. 
Her loves include fieldwork and cups 

of tea.

@LesleySm1th

Liam Whitmore
Liam Whitmore is an aspiring wildlife 
conservationist and amateur wildlife 
photographer from Cambridge and 
is currently studying for MZool 
Zoology at Bangor University. He’s 
always been interested in engaging 
people with nature and has a passion 

for turtles.

@liams_nature
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